1. Instilling and maintaining a spirit of **community** among Asian American and Pacific Islander at Indiana University, as well as those interested in learning about the Asian and Pacific Islander American experience;

2. Promoting a broad-reaching awareness of Asian American and Pacific Islander political issues and active **presence** on this campus;

3. Fostering cultural **understanding** in the campus community as a whole, bridging gaps between Asian American and Pacific Islander and all peoples of this university.

**WHAT IS AAA?**
Shirts will be $15 each.
Sizes available in Adult S, M, L, XL.
**Spreadsheet** for ordering, sizing, and payment options available after the meeting, through email, and on Facebook page.

Shirts will be ready for pickup by next mass meeting, **November 16**th.

Interested? Find Kathryn after the meeting.
UPCOMING EVENTS
When: Friday, November 3rd
4:00-6:00 pm
Where: Asian Culture Center
[10th St. and Woodlawn Ave.]
What: Panel discussion with Kelley business students in ISA about personal experiences and helpful tips over hot coffee.
**When:** Sunday, November 5<sup>th</sup>  
4:00-6:00 pm  

**Where:** IMU Student Tower  
[AAA Office, Room 673]  

**What:** Building and assembling a travel agency-themed booth to show off various Asian American regions in the US.

Interested? Find Mason after the meeting.
**When:** Friday, November 10th  
6:00-9:00 pm  

**Where:** Indiana Memorial Union  
[Alumni Hall]  

**What:** International event sponsored by IU to celebrate diversity through food, performances, and exhibits.
When: Saturday, November 11th
3:00-6:00 pm

Where: HPER Upper Gym
[Wilderuth Intramural Center]

What: Family-based “Amazing Race” competition followed by a volleyball tournament for family points.
When: Thursday, November 16th 7:00-8:00 pm
Where: ~GISB Room 1118~
What: Mass meeting with announcements, upcoming events, and current news.
When: Wednesday, November 29th  
5:00-8:00 pm
Where: Aver’s Pizza, East  
[1285 S. College Mall Rd]
What: Fundraiser event for AAA at Aver’s Pizza. Pizza buffet and salad bar for $10, 20% of proceeds come back to us.

https://www.groupraise.com/events/43510
Need 20 commitments.
Welcome to Asian American Association at Indiana University Bloomington's website where you can find more information about our organization.
Is a public awareness campaign that addresses **bullying** among youth — including Asian American, Pacific Islander, Sikh, Muslim, LGBTQI, and immigrant youth — and **empowers** students, parents, teachers, and communities to **report**, **stop**, and **prevent** bullying.
Why It’s Important:

AAPI communities have been, and continue to face anti-Muslim, anti-immigrant, and xenophobic issues. Students, among others, are targeted by their peers and adults for how they look, how they speak, their perceived citizenship status, their sexuality, and their religion. 91% increase in anti-Muslim hate crimes during the first half of 2017 as compared to the same period in 2016.

National Bullying Prevention Month (October)
“Where are people learning to be so hateful? What is motivating them to hurt others? We may all have different views, but we’re at a moment where bullying and prejudice from the top down is setting a tone that gives permission for hatred and bigotry. Our country and our kids deserve better.”

-Maulik Pancholy, Huffington Post
Roleplaying:

What would you do if this situation occurred:

**Stranger A:** What’s up “ching chong?”

Is roasting bullying? If so, what should we change to make it better?
Website: http://www.indiana.edu/~aaa/

Facebook: Asian American Association at Indiana University – Bloomington

Instagram: aaa.iu

Snapchat: AAA_IU
Try not to laugh 😂
HULA HOOP RELAY